Where moon and sun say "good day" to each other
Sunday, July 17, 2022
Description
We meet at 01.30 in front of the Tourist Information Office Celerina. Our hike leader Ruedi Wiesner
will welcome the participants with a power snack to fortify you on the way. After a 3.5 hour hike,
you will reach the Piz Padella. Up there you will enjoy a spectacular sunrise. To warm up and as a
start into the new day you will have a cappuccino. Afterwards you hike down to the cable car
mountain station "Marguns", where a good breakfast awaits you in the restaurant Chadafö, before
you return to Celerina on foot or comfortably by gondola.
Program
1.30 a.m.: Meeting point in front of the Tourist Information Celerina (at the train station Celerina)
1.45 a.m.: Expiry
5.00 a.m.: Reach the Piz Padella (2855 m) and enjoy the sunrise
Approx. 8.30 a.m.: Breakfast in the restaurant Chadafö
Duration: about 5-6 hours
What is included in the offer
-

Guided tour by a local hiking guide who knows the area: Ruedi Wiesner
Power snack at the start
Coffee prepared on Ruedi's gas grill on Piz Padella
A delicious breakfast at the Restaurant Chadafö in Marguns
Fresh Engadine mountain air
Beautiful views throughout the hike

Not included in the offer
-

Departure with the mountain railroad (tickets can be bought in advance via the link:
Wanderpass)
Additional requests for breakfast at the Chadafö restaurant.
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Equipment
-

Gloves and hat (due to the cool temperatures at night in the Engadin)
Water or/and tea
Backpack and rain cover
Headlamp or flashlight
Hiking/trekking shoes as high as possible
Telescopic poles
Long hiking pants
Fleece sweater
Rain/wind jacket
Sun protection
Sunglasses
Eventually lunch.

Payment options
- At the Ferienshop: by credit card
- Directly at the meeting point: only cash money possible (please bring exact amount)
Cancellation
-

Up to 21 days before the tour a free cancellation is possible
20 to 8 days before start: 50% of the invoice amount
7 to 0 days before start: 100% of the invoice amount
If a participant cancels a tour early or does not start the tour, there is no right to a refund.

Notes
-

The hike will only take place in good weather conditions.
The difficulty of the hike is classified as T3 with 1230 m ascent.
Insurance (accident, health, liability and theft insurance) is the responsibility of the
participant.
After registration the participant will receive a written confirmation from the Tourist
Information Celerina. From this moment on the registration is binding.
Regarding COVID-19, we adhere to the requirements of the federal government.
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